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Introduction
This paper is a continuation of our earlier work [1] [2] [3] in non iterative computation of the infimum in H 00-optimisation problem. In our most recent work [3] , a noniterative algorithm to compute the infimum (hereafter denoted by y:) for a class of H 00 -optimisation for which the transfer functions from the control input to the controlled output and from disturbance input to the measurement output have no invariant zeros of the jw-axis and also satisfy certain geometric conditions. In this paper, we extend our previous work in Reference 3 by removing the contraints on the invariant zeros of these transfer functions. A similar attempt has been made in a very recent paper [4] , however, the results reported are basically restricted to the case of H oo-optimisation problem using state feedback. This work complements the one in Reference 4 by considering the general case of H oo-optimisation via measurement output feedback. We show that the infimum y: is equal to the square root of the maximum eigenvalues of a constant matrix, which can be easily obtained from the data of the given H 00-optimisation problem. Our algorithm for the computation of y: has been implemented efficiently in a Matlabsoftware environment for numerical solutions [5] .
Problem formulation
Consider the linear system of the H 00 optimal control problem,which stemsfrom the frequency-domain approach in early 1980s. This block characterisation in the frequency-domain approach was considered to be an indicator of the degree of the 'complexity' of the problem, although in our opinion, such a block characterisation is dependent on proof technique and cannot be used as a true measure of the complexity of the problem. At any rate, first recall the definition of this block characterisation. We denote P 1(s) and Pis) as the Rosenbrock system matrices of the systems (A, B, C2, D2) and (A, E, C1, D1) respectively, namely,
The H 00optimum control problem is said to be (a) general one block if both P 1(s) and pI(s) have maximal row normal rank (b) general two block if precisely one of the matrices P1(S)and Pi{s) has maximal row normal rank (c) general four block if none of the matrices P1(S)and Pi{s) has maximal row normal rank.
Finally, the definition of so-called one, two and fourblock Nehari H 00 control problem is the same as the preceding definitions with the exception that no zeros in CO u {<XJ}in the systems (A, B, C2, D2) and (A T, cf, ET, Df) are allowed. Now it is easy to verify that the class of H 00 optimal control problems considered here, namely
the class of problems that satisfy conditions A2 and B2 are in fact a subset of the general four-block problem. Moreover, they subsume as special cases the one block Nehari problem and the general one block problem.
Special co-ordinate basis
We recall the definition of the special co-ordinate basis (SCB) for a linear time-invariant non strictly proper system [6] . Such a co-ordinate basis has a distinct feature of explicitly displaying the finite and infinite zero structures of a given system as well as other system geometric properties. It is instrumental in the derivation of the method described in Section 4.
In what follows, we recapitulate the main results in a theorem and some properties of the special co-ordinate basis while leaving detailed derivation and proofs to be found in References 6 and 7. Consider the system described by
It can be easily shown that using singular value decomposition one can always find an orthogonal transformation U and a nonsingular matrix V that put the direct feedthrough matrix D into the following form
where mo is the rank of D. The proof of this theorem can be found in References 6 and 7. In what follows, we state some important properties of the SCB which are pertinent to our present work. For further details regarding SCB and its properties, see Reference 8. There are interconnections between the SCB and various invariant and almost invariant geometric subspaces. In the following we list the geometrical interpretations of some state vector components of SCB. In this Section, we present our main result, namely, the noniterative algorithm for computational of the infimum in H oo-optimisation for plants with invariant zeros on the jw-axis. First, we denote Lp and LQ, respectively, as the subsystems (A, B, C2, D2) and (AT, Cf, ET, Df) to conform with the notations in our previous work and the work of Stoorvogel [9, 10] , which plays a significant role in the development of our results in References 1-3. In what follows, we introduce a step-by-step procedure to compute y: .
.
Step 1: Transform the system (A, B, C2, D2) irito the special co-ordinate basis (SCB) described in Section 3. To all submatrices and transformations in the SCB of Lp, we append the subscript p to signify their relation to the system Lp.
Next we compute rspl E = [(E;;/)T (EbP)T (E~pl (E;;pl (Ecp)T (E fP)TJT
It is simple to verify from the properties of SCB that assumption A2 implies EbP= O.Then definethe matrices Step 3: Transform the system (A T, cf, ET, Df) into the special co-ordinate basis (SCB) described in Section 3. Here we add the subscript Qto all submatrices and transformations in the SCB of the system LQ' Next compute
rS(/cr = [(Ea+Qf(EbQf (E~Qf (Ea-Qf (EcQf (EJQ)Y (23)
It is simple to show from the properties of SCB that assumption B2 implies EbQ= O.Then definethe matrices 
where T"aQis the unique solution of the algebraic matrix Lyapunovequation,
Aa:Q T"aQ+ T"aQ(Aa:Q)T= E:Q(Ea+Q)T (31)
Again, the existence and uniqueness of SQ and T"aQfollow from assumption B2 and the properties of SCB. 
Hence, the result of Theorem 4.1 follows.
Example
We illustrate our main result in the following example. 
Conclusion
We have extended the results of References 2 and 3 and presented a simple noniterative algorithm for the computation of the infimum for a class of H oo-optimisation problem. We have shown that this infimum is equal to the square root of the maximum eigenvalue of a constant matrix that can be easily obtained from the system matrices of L. Our results are obtained under the assumptions that the two subsystems Lp and LQ satisfy certain geometric conditions. The proposed algorithm for computing the infimum is applicable to the general case of singular H oo-optimisation problem where no restrictions have been placed on finite zeros and infinite zeros of Lp and LQ and the direct feedthrough terms in L. 
